Get Started...at Warp Speed
Accelerated introduction of Akka Platform.

Fast track to building and delivering responsive, scalable and resilient applications on Akka Platform.*

Rapid Path to Success
- Introduction to reactive architecture and reactive systems
- Design, construct, test, deploy, monitor and scale applications in a facilitated exercise

Tailored Experience
- Facilitated experience is tailored around real business case goals for your team
- Deliver a business-driven microservice to production while learning Akka fundamentals

Complete Skill Paths
- All learnings delivered by a Lightbend expert
- Personalized training plans and in-depth learning curriculum for each team member, and full access to Lightbend Academy

Experienced Team Leader
- Experienced engineer / architect team with hands on delivery experience and accredited to teach all aspects of Lightbend curriculum

Deliver Real Software
- Build and deliver a production-ready service
- Build microservices based on your business goals
- Modernize at scale with reactive architecture and Akka
  - Hands-on teamwork, from design to delivery to production, includes best practices and team enablement

Review and Recommendations
- Roadmap for continued progress and success
  - One-on-one mentorship, facilitation and coaching as required
  - Path forward and recommendation team plan upon Quickstart completion

Duration
- 1 month – half intensive and half remote mentoring

Visit lightbend.com/subscriptions for information on all our subscription and service offerings.

*Akka Platform Subscription or Akka Cloud Platform Private Offer required.